Minimum description length model selection in associative learning
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Two principles of information theory — maximum entropy and minimum description length — motivate a computational model of associative learning that explains assignment of credit, response timing, and the parametric invariances. The maximum entropy principle gives rise to two distributions — the exponential and the evitable Gaussian — which naturally lend themselves to inference involving each of the two fundamental classes of predictors — enduring states and point events. These distributions are the ‘atoms’ from which more complex representations are built. The representation that is ‘learned’ is determined by the principle of minimum-description-length. In this theory, learning is a synonym for data compression: The representation of its experience that the animal learns is the representation that best allows the data of experience to be compressed.
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Introduction
Associative learning, as studied in Pavlovian and operant conditioning paradigms, is an extensively studied and frequently modeled cognitive process. Most computational models of it are associative models; they assume that the learning consists of the alteration of connection strengths between elements of the mind (nodes) or brain (neurons). The assumption that changes in associative strength are realized in the brain by changes in synaptic conductances is explicit in most research aimed at establishing the neurobiological basis of learning and memory. Thus, the question whether the associative theories can be made to yield an account of well established experimental results — and if not, what alternative theories can — is important to progress in determining the neurobiological bases of learning and memory.

Though conditioning phenomena are commonly referred to as ‘associative’ learning, associative theories have failed for decades to capture many well-established experimental results. No associative theory known to us addresses all three of the following well-established bodies of experimental results: (1) The assignment of credit (aka cue competition). (2) The timing of the conditioned response. (3) The three parametric invariances: (i) Time-scale-invariance: trials to acquisition is proportionate to the ratio of total CS time to total training time [1,2]. This means, among things, that for fixed total training time, the number of CS_US pairings is irrelevant [3]. (ii) Reinforced trials to acquisition is invariant under partial reinforcement [4]. (iii) Omitted reinforcements to extinction is invariant under partial reinforcement during training [4].

For example, the models of Rescorla and Wagner [6], Mackintosh [7], and Pearce and Hall [8] address cue competition but not response timing nor the parametric invariances, while associative models that address response timing [9,10] do not address credit assignment nor the parametric invariances. Some temporal difference learning models have addressed — to some extent — both response timing and credit assignment [11,12], but they do not address the parametric invariances.

A step in the right direction has been provided by non-associative models of ‘associative’ learning [13,14,15]. These have the dual virtues of (i) framing behavior in conditioning paradigms as the product of normative statistical inference, and (ii) allowing the complexity of the statistical model formed by the brain to depend on the data. However, the support for the distributions in these normative-statistical-inference theories is trial types. To the animal, there is no such thing as a trial.

We have recently elaborated a non-associative, causal, algorithmic, real-time theory of associative learning [16] that addresses all three bodies of evidence. It is founded on two principles of information theory: maximum entropy and minimum description length (MDL).

Core assumptions
We assume that the brain represents candidate predictors — possible causes of some event of interest — in one of two basic forms: all predictors are either states (such as a light being on or off) or point events (such as a light turning...
on or off). By definition, states are perceived to have duration — a temporal interior — while point events are perceived to be located at a point in time, with no measurable duration. States are simply continuous intervals, whose onsets and offsets are themselves point events. They have, therefore, the potential to convey rate information (e.g., ‘the average rate of a shock is 3 times per minute during state S’). Point events have the potential to convey timing information (e.g., ‘a shock tends to occur approximately 10 seconds after the offset of state S’).

The principle of maximum entropy [41,42] is a powerful method for translating qualitative prior information into quantitative form in a way that embodies the information fed into it, but no more. Given minimal assumptions, maximum entropy effectively builds a model for us out of a data set. For example, suppose we have a set of data points generated by a distribution of unknown form. We can then make different (qualitative) assumptions about the distribution that generated that data, and examine the resulting (quantitative) models. If we choose, as our set of background assumptions, a statement such as, ‘The mean is roughly \( m \). That’s all I know,’ then the maximum entropy formalism tells us that our state of knowledge is most honestly represented by the exponential distribution. If we choose as our set of background assumptions, the statement, ‘The mean is roughly \( m \). The variance is roughly \( v \). That’s all I know,’ then the maximum entropy formalism tells us that our state of knowledge is most honestly represented by the Gaussian distribution.

The seemingly independent narratives of the two paragraphs above turn out to be related in a surprisingly elegant manner. As it happens, the ‘first’ maximum entropy distribution — the exponential — is naturally suited to inference involving states, while the ‘second’ maximum entropy distribution — the Gaussian — is naturally suited to inference involving point events. This elegant relationship forms the foundation of our theory of associative learning.

One moment known \((m)\) → exponential → states → rates.
Two moments known \((m, v)\) → Gaussian → point events → time.

These two cognitive building blocks — states and point events; one dimensional intervals and zero dimensional points — are the atoms from which candidate representations of temporal experience are built. Given a conditioning protocol with a single CS, we have one state cue (the state ‘CS = on’) and two point cues (the events ‘CS onset’ and ‘CS offset’). The experimental chamber itself constitutes an additional state cue, while the moments at which the animal enters and leaves it constitute additional point cues. Thus, even in a simple experiment involving a single CS, we already find ourselves with a nontrivial number of candidate predictors, and a correspondingly nontrivial number of candidate hypotheses as to what might be causing the USs the animal experiences in the chamber.

An animal is removed from its cage and placed in an experimental chamber. One minute later, a light turns on,
Our theory is that the brain parses temporal experience into states and point events, and uses these primitives to arrive at a set of candidate hypotheses not unlike our intuitions (Figure 1). The manner in which a particular hypothesis is selected — that is, how a particular representation is learned in our theory — is determined by an algorithmic implementation of the principle of minimum description length [43,44].

MDL is a principle for stochastic model selection based on a simple premise: any statistical regularity in a set of data can be used to compress those data. This follows from Shannon’s coding theorem, which establishes a one-one mapping between the probability of a datum (its relative frequency in the data set) and the relative length of the code for that datum in a maximally efficient encoding of the data. Better models assign higher probabilities, so they enable more efficient encodings (shorter codes). However, to make the compressed data decodable, the stochastic model that dictated the relative code lengths must itself be encoded. Thus, the total memory cost (total bits required) is the sum of the bits required for the compressed encoding of the data plus the bits required to encode the stochastic model that mediated the compression. Taking into account the cost of storing the stochastic model along with the data forestalls the use of excessively complex models. MDL provides a mathematical codification of the folk concept of parsimony, in a manner that allows a simultaneous solution of two fundamental computational problems: selection of a predictive model and efficiency of information storage.

The evitable Gaussian

The ordinary Gaussian distribution does not allow for the possibility that the predicted event will fail to happen at anywhere near the predicted time, but predicted events do sometimes fail to happen, both in life and in conditioning experiments. To allow for this, we introduce the evitable Gaussian form, which we call the Bernoulli Gaussian, and which we denote by \( B_G(t_{i0}, \mu, \sigma) \). The cumulative \( B_G \) distribution function specifies the cumulative probability of an anticipated event as a function of \( t \), for an event that occurs with probability, \( p \), following a point cue at \( t_0 \), with an expected latency, \( \mu \), and an expected temporal dispersion measured by \( \sigma \) (see Figure 2).

The vector equation is:

\[
B_G(t_{i0}, \mu, \sigma) = \left\{ p \Phi \left( \frac{t - t_0 - \mu}{\sigma} \right) \left( 1 - p \Phi \left( \frac{t - t_0 - \mu}{\sigma} \right) \right) \right\}
\]

for \( t \geq t_0 \); 0 otherwise; where \( t_0 \) is the time of occurrence of the point cue from which the latency is measured, \( 0 \leq p \leq 1 \), \( \mu \leq \sigma \leq 5\mu \), where \( \sigma \) is the Weber Fraction for duration, whose measured values generally fall in the range 0.08–0.35, and \( \Phi \) is the cumulative Gaussian distribution function.

Cue competition and response timing

The issues of cue competition and response timing are together evident when considering Figure 1, which shows the first two CS presentations in an experimental protocol like Rescorla’s [17] truly-random-control experiment. Beneath the time-line for the protocol are 4 plausible stochastic models for encoding the US (indicated by the dot) and predicting the wait times for future USs. In this review, we use US (unconditioned stimulus aka reinforcement) as a generic term for the event on the right-hand side of an associative bond in associative theories of associative learning. We use, CS, short for conditioned stimulus, for the predictive cue, whether state or point, the element on the left of an associative bond.

In our computational model, the 4 simplest predictive models in play at time, \( t \), in Figure 1 are:

1. USs occur at random intervals in the test box (the context, indicated by the gray in Figure 1). This is the ‘truly random control’ protocol [17]. Under these conditions, the Background:E model (the model in which the background predicts the parameter of an exponential distribution) best compresses the data (the experienced inter-event intervals). Its flat hazard function predicts steady responding, as is in fact observed in random time and in variable-reinforcement-interval protocols [18,19].

2. USs occur at random but only during the CSs. This is the ‘contingent’ protocol [17]. Under these conditions, the CS:E model best compresses the data. An appropriately timed conditioned response is freezing during the CSs, which is what is observed in subjects run in the CS-contingent protocol [17].

3. Placement in the box (\( B_{on} \)) predicts a single US at latency \( L \), with probability \( p \); during the rest of the session, there are no further USs. This is the
immediate-shock deficit protocol [20,21]. Under these conditions, the $B_{\text{on}}^{-G}(p, \mu, \sigma)$ model (the model in which the onset of the background state predicts the time and probability of a US) best compresses the shock-latency data. Its rising and falling hazard function (Figure 2, bottom, black curves) predicts freezing localized in an interval surrounding the latency of the short latency of the single shock [1,22]. In shuttle-box shock-avoidance protocols, wherein a shock occurs at a fixed latency following the subject’s arrival in either of the two boxes between which it shuttles to avoid those shocks [23], this hazard function predicts a departure when some proportion of the shock latency has elapsed (Figure 3).

(4) CS onsets predict a single US at latency $L_2$ after $CS_{\text{on}}$, with probability $p_2$. This is a ‘delay conditioning’ protocol, the most common protocol in Pavlovian conditioning experiments. In such a protocol, the $CS_{\text{on}}^{-G}(p, \mu, \sigma)$ model best compresses the latency data. Its hazard function predicts an increased probability of anticipatory responding as the expected time of the US approaches ([24], see their Figure 3). Our theory further predicts the cessation of anticipatory responding observed in the so-called peak procedure, when the CS extends well beyond the expected moment or reinforcement without a reinforcement [25,26] — see Figure 4.

In our computational theory of the learning process closed-form formulae give the net cost of encoding the inter-reinforcement intervals so far experienced at each moment in time in a given protocol. Computational
Computational modeling

The shuttle-box departure hazard (probability of leaving a box in the next second given that the subject has not yet left it) as a function of the time elapsed since the subject’s arrival in the box, for varying fixed arrival-shock latencies (10, 20 and 40 s) (curves with data points retraced from [23] Figure 1). The curves without data points are the computational model’s hazard functions for this protocol; they roughly predict the observed response timing. Better prediction is achieved by introducing trial-to-trial noise in the threshold for a departure.

Neurobiological implications
The broad success of this non-associative model relative to associative models of associative learning suggests that the primitives in associative learning are stochastic models and data encoded in a symbolic read-write memory. By preserving accumulated information in retrievable form, read-write memories liberate computation from the tyranny of the current moment [35], enabling the brain to recode past information in the light of subsequent information [36]. They play no role in associative theories of associative learning, because plastic synapses (aka associative bonds or connection weights), which are the primitives in associative theories, do not serve as symbols; they do not refer and their values are not accessible to computation in the way in which bit patterns in RAM or codon sequences in a gene are accessible to computation [35,37]. The recent finding that the memory for the CS-US interval in eyeblink conditioning resides at the molecular level inside the cerebellar Purkinje cell [38**,39*,40*] rather than in altered synaptic conductances is in line with the implications of the theory.
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Evidence that trials to acquisition in classical conditioning depends only on the multiplicative factor by which the expected wait time in the CS state is shorter than in the background state.


A wildly counter-intuitive consequence of the time-scale invariance of acquisition.


A trial-based theory that treats conditioning as a problem in probabilistic inference.


For a full presentation of the theory sketched in this short review


The application of an information-theoretic measure of contingency to classical and operant conditioning phenomena.


A radically different hypothesis about the neurobiology of memory.


Strong evidence that the CS-US interval in eyeblink conditioning is encoded and remembered by molecular machinery inside cerebellar Purkinje cells.


Further evidence that machinery inside cerebellar Purkinje cells encodes and retains the memory of the CS-US interval.


Yet more evidence.


